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MARKET TODAY

3,700 Twin Aisle Aircraft

12,500 Single Aisle Aircraft



• Demand for new aircraft remains strong

• Expected growth of 4.7% per year

• Order backlogs continue to hit record highs 

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT TRENDS



10 000+

BOEING & AIRBUS 
COMBINED BACKLOG



AIRCRAFT DELIVERIES
2013-2019

Source: IMDC



• Over 5,000 aircraft fly with embedded in-seat IFE

• Twin aisle aircraft are more likely to have in-seat IFE

• There are more single aisle aircraft with overhead IFE 
than twin-aisle with in-seat systems

• In-seat on single-aisle is a comparable number of 
aircraft to twin aisle – GROWING TREND

INTERESTING FACTS



• Over last 5 years single-aisle aircraft delivered with In-seat grows from 20% to 30%

• In-seat grows at expense of overhead

• Desire to offer individual experience

• Airlines now have much greater choice of technology, suppliers and inflight product

• Connectivity

• Wireless IFE

SINGLE AISLE AIRCRAFT 
TRENDS – EMBEDDED IFE

Source: IMDC



Total installations forecast 
to increase steadily

Increasing deliveries of 
twin aisle aircraft till 2017

Single aisle aircraft 
increasing over entire 
forecast period

Medium to long term 
trends for single aisle 
aircraft IFE will have 
increasing impact on the 
sector

IFE HARDWARE FORECAST

Source: IMDC



CONNECTED AIRCRAFT

3500+



• 18% of single aisle 
aircraft are 
equipped with 
connectivity 
compared with 20% 
of twin aisle

• Single aisle aircraft 
represent 71% of all 
connectivity 
installations

CONNECTED AIRCRAFT
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BACKLOG

3000+



• Significant backlog 
of connectivity 
installations already 
announced

• Twin aisle aircraft 
are the immediate 
area of focus

• Several major (single 
aisle) connectivity 
announcements yet 
to come

CONNECTIVITY TRENDS
BY AIRCRAFT TYPE



WIRELESS IFE



• Presentation of new w-IFE platforms as early as 2010

• First announced airline launch in March 2011 with
Lufthansa Board Connect on Condor

• Closely followed by Vision from Gogo on American
Airlines

• Brazilian low-cost carrier Gol in September 2011 was also
one of the first airlines to roll out a wireless IFE platform
on board its B737 aircraft. Called ‘Gol No Ar’(Gol On Air)

From humble beginnings



Who is going to watch content 
on their own devices? 

And why?

THE BIG QUESTIONS IN 2011?



2007

6 Million units sold in first year



1.75 billion smartphones in use in 2014



Smartphone penetration in the 15 
biggest developed markets is 65%



2010



285 Million brand name tablets in use at the end of 2013 



Tablets are driving a wave of 
adoption more quickly than 

laptops and smartphones



Just a decade since their introduction, 
smartphones and tablets are shipping 
at 4x-5x the volume of PCs and TVs



In the past year, mobile video viewing has 
more than doubled to represent over 25% 

of all online viewing

THE PACE OF MOBILE VIDEO 
GROWTH IS ACCELERATING





In every region, in many countries – including 
the U.S., Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, 
Australia, South Korea, China, Japan, Kenya, 
South Africa, Germany and Italy -- smartphones 
are the most used/viewed medium.

NOT JUST IN THE US



Source: OnAir Play Infographics PDF

WHAT ABOUT INFLIGHT?



More and more people are consuming content (video 
and other) through their smartphones and tablets.

More and more passengers are using their personal 
devices during their flight.

ARE PASSENGERS READY FOR W-IFE?



• Simpler installation
• Much less weight
• Flexibility
• Future proof

WIRELESS IFE PROMISES



“The system is much easier to install because there is
no wiring required. It can be integrated during a
regular maintenance check, so there’s no need for
extra downtime,” said Dr. Jörg Liebe, CIO of Lufthansa
Systems AG. “BoardConnect is also very reliable and
gives airlines maximum flexibility as regards cabin
rearrangement, the integration of new technologies
and the development of new services.”

QUOTE BY DR. JOERG LIEBE



BENEFITS
Airline perspective - Wireless IFE

– Provide a new passenger experience
– Relative cost advantages
– Revenue potential
– First step to offering connectivity
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CHALLENGES

Airline perspective - Wireless IFE

– Content availability (non-early window content)
– Integration with existing/future connectivity 

installations
– Content loading process
– Requirement to install apps before flight
– Risk of introducing immature product



PASSENGER USAGE

Take up rates for wIFE are critically influenced by other factors:
• Availability of connectivity and/or availability of (in-seat) IFE
• The mix of free and paid for services
• Passenger awareness and ability to use the system



NUMBER OF wIFE INSTALLATIONS

2100+
The majority of current wireless IFE installations are on 
connected aircraft with no IFE



wIFE OFFER RISING

AeroFi
BAE Systems Intellicabin
Bluebox
Flight Focus
GEE
Gogo Vision
KID Systeme SKYFI
Lumexis

Lufthansa Systems Board Connect
OnAir Play
Panasonic eXW
RAVE Wireless
Rockwell Collins
Tune Box
Thales
Vision Systems

Some of the wIFE suppliers



OVER 11 000 AIRCRAFT 
NOT FITTED IN SERVICE

500 NEW SINGLE AISLE 
AIRCRAFT PER YEAR

POTENTIAL W-IFE MARKET



Wireless IFE is here to stay! The question: Will it work? Is 
now behind us.

The revenue potential of wIFE has only been partially 
tested but is promising

• Revenue vs making money with wIFE
• More flexibility around advertising and sponsorship 

management, especially when connected

MARKET TRENDS



MARKET TRENDS

Device support management is a critical factor in offering a 
robust solution and a positive passenger experience

• Strong desire from airlines to have an app less offer

• Regional device penetration differences need to be 
managed



MARKET TRENDS

Number of RFP’S requesting wIFE have increased 
significantly in the last year

• Although initial increase in wIFE came through 
connected aircraft, more and more RFP’s for non-
connected 

• A good number of RFP’s include both connectivity and 
wIFE

• NEW AIRLINES:  Airlines that have never offered IFE are 
integrating wIFE

• RFP’s are not only on Single Aisle Aircraft



MARKET TRENDS

Number of suppliers increasing

• New suppliers of varied sizes joining the 
game

Connectivity + wIFE Hybrid 
• Enhanced portals
• Sponsored services
• Freemium models



MARKET TRENDS

Portables + wIFE Hybrid
• Ensure service to premium passengers
• Early Window Content
• Enhanced User Interface/usability

When enabling PEDs, let’s not forget about the two Ps
Power
Placement
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Not any time soon, but it may surpass the 
number of installs relatively quickly and be 
added to complement older in-seat systems

May complement initially and potentially 
replace overhead on single aisle

IS W-IFE GOING TO REPLACE 
IN-SEAT?





November 3rd, 2014, launch of Beats Music Inflight
Service on Southwest Airlines, powered by Global
Eagle Entertainment

The first onboard curated audio playlist streaming
solution with Beats Music, owned by Apple.



This industry-first solution
allows passengers to
seamlessly stream music
to their personal electronic
devices via Southwest’s
wireless inflight
entertainment and
connectivity portal.



Passengers can stream a
selection of over 100 Beats
Music curated playlists on their
personal electronic devices.

Beats Music collects passenger
emails through inflight
registrations



1. Beats Music curate a selection of music for Southwest Airlines passengers.

2. GEE transfers audio files for secure storage on its own servers via API calls.

3. & 4. Content is encoded, encrypted, and transferred to the aircraft’s inflight portal via a secure satellite transmission.

5. Encrypted audio files and keys are stored on the onboard server (SMU) to ensure a smooth playback experience.

6. Laptops use the JW player and Adobe Flash to stream while iOS and Android devices stream via the native browser.





THANK YOU!
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